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Part 2
Take it for a spin

T

his part of the book focuses on MacRuby and Cocoa. Cocoa provides the
real power when you’re developing for the Mac platform. We’ll take a tour of the
core concepts of Cocoa from the MacRuby perspective using examples with the
MacRuby language.

Using the delegate pattern

This chapter covers
■

How delegates work

■

Creating your own delegate methods

■

Mastering WebView delegates

If you’ve done any Cocoa development, chances are you’ve already used the delegate pattern. If you haven’t, this chapter will explain the important role delegation
plays in MacRuby Cocoa application development. Delegation is a common design
pattern for object-oriented programming languages. The Cocoa framework makes
heavy use of delegation, which makes it a vital concept to understand if you plan to
write MacRuby Cocoa applications.
In this chapter, you’ll get a good understanding of delegates, including how to
use them, how to create your own, and how to use them in your applications. You‘ll
even get a chance to build a MacRuby web browser using the knowledge you’ve
gained about delegates.
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What are delegates?
A delegate is an object that responds to or acts upon a certain event or action that
another object called. The object that triggers the call to a delegate is referred to as
the delegating or responder object. Full responsibility is given to the delegate to decide
how to respond to a certain event.
You typically use delegates to deal with actions that involve the user interface. If
you feel confused, don’t worry; in this section, we’re going to explain where you’ve
used delegates before and how they work, and then we’ll walk you through some delegate method examples.
To understand how delegates work, we’ll first look at a few delegate methods that
exist in Cocoa classes, such as the NSWindow class.

4.1.1

How do delegate methods work?
The NSWindow class is a good example of a simple class that you use in most MacRuby
Cocoa applications. NSWindow has a protocol called NSWindowDelegate, which defines
all the delegate methods that an NSWindow can implement.
Protocols allow you to define interfaces that contain methods that are independent of the class hierarchy. Protocols allow you to follow a convention through an API.
What’s great is that if two separate classes implement the same protocol, they can
potentially communicate with each other without having the same super class. Delegates implement many, if not all, of the methods defined in a protocol. Formal protocols require that you implement all methods defined, whereas informal protocols
don’t have such requirements. For this discussion, we selected three methods defined
in the NSWindowDelegate informal protocol:
■
■
■

windowShouldClose:
windowWillClose:
windowDidResize:

There are three key words in this group of methods: should, will, and did. It’s these
types of key words that should trigger in your mind that you’re dealing with a delegate
method. These methods ask the delegate object what they should do or how they
should respond to these events. Table 4.1 summarizes the expected response to these
key words. Of the many keywords that delegate methods can include, these three are
the most popular.
Table 4.1

Key words you’ll often see in a delegate method name

Key word

Meaning

Expected response

Should

Should an event happen?

Yes or No

Will

Event about to happen; how would
you like to prepare?

The code to execute before the
event occurs.

Did

Event has happened; how would you
like to react?

The code to execute after the event
occurs.

What are delegates?

Figure 4.1
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Safari implements the windowShouldClose: delegate method.

Protocols such as NSWindowDelegate define these methods as optional. This means
the delegating object may already have default behavior predefined, but it lets you
override and provide your own functionality or action based on an event.
Let’s take a closer look at the windowShouldClose: delegate method. This method
is called when you click the close button in a Cocoa window, and it expects a Boolean
response. If the response is yes, the window should close, if no, it shouldn’t.
To see this method in action, launch the Safari web browser, open more than one
tab, and then click the close button. A prompt appears, similar to that shown in figure 4.1.
By providing a dialog for the user to choose the appropriate action, Safari lets the
user decide whether it returns yes or no to this delegate method.
Let’s experiment with the windowShouldClose: delegate and replicate the Safari
functionality in a simple script.

4.1.2

Implementing the delegate pattern
Let’s create a quick MacRuby Cocoa script that creates an NSWindow, sets itself as the
delegate, and implements the windowShouldClose: delegate method, which gets
called when the close button is clicked.
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Create a new .rb file (feel free to use any text editor), and then add the following
code to load the Cocoa framework, set up an NSApplication instance, and create a
window:
framework 'cocoa'
@app = NSApplication.sharedApplication
def setup_window
win = NSWindow.alloc.initWithContentRect([300,300,300,100],
➥ styleMask:NSTitledWindowMask | NSClosableWindowMask |
➥ NSMiniaturizableWindowMask | NSResizableWindowMask,
➥ backing:NSBackingStoreBuffered, defer:false)
win.delegate = self
win.title = "Delegate Test"
win.display
win.orderFrontRegardless
end

You first create a new NSWindow in the setup_window method. Next, you set the window’s delegate to this class (self). The remaining lines in the method specify the title
of the window and ensure that the window displays properly.
Since you set the script as the delegate for the NSWindow, you can now implement a
protocol method.
ALERTING THE USER

To emulate what was shown in the Safari example, you’ll implement windowShouldClose: to bring up an NSAlert that allows the user to decide whether the window
should be closed. Add the following code to the script:
def windowShouldClose(sender)
alert = NSAlert.alertWithMessageText("You clicked the close button",
➥ defaultButton:"Okay",
➥ alternateButton:"Cancel",
➥ otherButton:nil,
➥ informativeTextWithFormat:"Are you sure you want to exit this
➥ application?")
return (alert.runModal == NSAlertDefaultReturn ? true : false)
end

In this delegate method, you first create an NSAlert to ask users if they want to quit
the application. Next, you run the NSAlert and listen for the response. If the default
button (Okay) is clicked, the method returns true, which tells the NSWindowDelegate
to close the window. If the alternate button (Cancel) is clicked, it tells the NSWindowDelegate not to close the window.
To make sure that the setup_window method is called and the application starts,
add the following lines to the script:
setup_window
@app.run
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From the Terminal application, navigate
to the directory where you saved the script,
and run it using the macruby command.
You’ll see a blank window, but no need
to worry; this is intended. The magic happens when you click the red close button
at the top-left of the window. The alert
you’re presented with is what you created
Figure 4.2 The NSAlert appears when the
in the windowShouldClose: method (see
windowShouldClose: method is triggered.
figure 4.2).
But you’re not finished yet. After you click Okay, the alert window closes, but the
application is still running. If you quit the application in the windowShouldClose:
method, the NSAlert can’t display, and the user isn’t given the choice to either keep
the window open or close it. Also, the method wouldn’t return anything to the
NSWindowDelegate, which expects either a true or false response. You need to
implement another delegate method that lets you know that the window is closing. At
that point, you can end the application.
STOPPING THE APPLICATION

Luckily, there’s a delegate method named windowWillClose: that’s called when the
window will close. Add the following to the script:
def windowWillClose(notification)
@app.stop(self)
end

The windowWillClose: method takes an NSNotification as its only parameter. You
don’t need to use this parameter since all you want to do is tell the application to stop.
You pass the sender when you call the stop method on the NSApplication instance.
The next listing shows the script in its entirety.
Listing 4.1 NSWindow delegation script
framework 'cocoa'
@app = NSApplication.sharedApplication
def setup_window
win = NSWindow.alloc.initWithContentRect([300,300,300,100],
➥ styleMask:NSTitledWindowMask | NSClosableWindowMask |
➥ NSMiniaturizableWindowMask | NSResizableWindowMask,
➥ backing:NSBackingStoreBuffered, defer:false)
win.delegate = self
win.title = "Delegate Test"
win.display
win.orderFrontRegardless
end
def windowShouldClose(sender)

Display alert
window
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alert = NSAlert.alertWithMessageText("You clicked the close button",
➥ defaultButton:"Okay",
➥ alternateButton:"Cancel",
➥ otherButton:nil,
➥ informativeTextWithFormat:"Are you sure you want to exit this
➥ application?")
return (alert.runModal == NSAlertDefaultReturn ? true : false)
end
def windowWillClose(notification)
@app.stop(self)
end

Stop
application

setup_window
@app.run

Run the application again and click the red close button. When you click Okay in the
alert window, the application now quits.

Delegate vs. data source
Data sources are nearly identical to delegates. The biggest differentiator between the
two is where they’re used. Delegates are primarily used to respond to events that
occur in the user interface. Data sources are used to manage the data that may belong
to a certain view. To use either object, you implement specific delegate methods.
Usually, objects that act as a host’s data sources, also act as the host’s delegates. You
used data sources in the Todo List application in chapter 2. You specified the controller
as the data source for the NSTableView—the object that displays all tasks in memory.
As you may recall, you specified the data source in the awakeFromNib method:
def awakeFromNib
...
@tasks_table_view.dataSource = self
end

To successfully use the controller as a data source for the NSTableView, you implemented two of the delegate methods defined in the NStableViewDataSource protocol. The first method, numberOfRowsInTableView:, specifies the number of rows the
NSTableView should expect. The second method, tableView:objectValueForTableColumn:row:, specifies what data to display for each individual row.

Now that you’ve had a chance to work with delegates, we‘ll show you how to define
your own in MacRuby. The ability to use delegates to extend an application is one of
the benefits of this design pattern.

4.2

Delegation as an extension technique
Creating your own delegate methods in MacRuby is a little different from creating
them in Objective-C. There are various ways to implement your own version of the
delegate pattern with MacRuby. In this section, we’ll show you two ways to implement
the delegate pattern in your own applications.

Delegation as an extension technique

4.2.1
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Delegation the Cocoa way
Let’s create a class named HostClass and an instance variable named delegate. The
class acts as the host and uses a delegate to implement some of its methods:
class HostClass
attr_accessor :delegate
end

The delegate instance variable represents the object you can delegate specific tasks
to. Suppose you have a method named someActionWillOccur. In Objective-C, you
might write the following code to determine whether you can call this method on the
delegate:
-(void) someActionWillOccur {
if(delegate && [delegate respondsToSelector:
➥ @selector(someActionWillOccur:)]) {
[delegate someActionWillOccur];
} else {
// Perform default behavior
}
}

In MacRuby, you can do the same for the HostClass with the following code. (To conform to Ruby standards, and because it’s a method we made up, we chose not to use
camel casing in the method name.)
def some_action_will_occur
if @delegate && @delegate.respond_to?("some_action_will_occur")
@delegate.some_action_will_occur
else
# Perform default behavior
end
end

You can then create an instance of the HostClass in a new class, set that class as the
delegate, and implement the delegate method some_action_will_occur.
One downside is that you can’t create formal or informal protocols in MacRuby, so
there’s nothing “automagically” built in to ensure that delegate objects implement
required methods.
Another way you can use delegates in MacRuby is through the Forwardable module, which is included in Ruby’s standard library.

4.2.2

Delegation using Forwardable
Using the Forwardable module, you explicitly set the class, and then set the methods
you want to delegate using the def_delegators method. You first need to require
Forwardable and extend it:
require 'forwardable'
class HostClass
extend Forwardable
attr_accessor :delegate
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def_delegators :@delegate, :some_action_will_occur
end

To test out how this works, create a delegate class and implement the
some_action_will_occur method in the same file:
class DelegateClass
def initialize
@host = HostClass.new
@host.delegate = self
@host.some_action_will_occur
end
def some_action_will_occur
puts "This is from DelegateClass"
end
end

You first require the HostClass. Next, upon initialization, you create a new HostClass
instance, set self as the delegate, and call the some_action_will_occur method on
that instance.
If you run this code and call DelegateClass.new, it returns the message This is
from DelegateClass. The HostClass knows that its delegate is set to DelegateClass
and forwards the method request.
You’ve been briefed on how to use delegates and how to implement your own. Next,
you’ll create a MacRuby application using a framework that relies on delegation.

4.3

Using delegation in a custom MacRuby web browser
Creating a web browser gives you the opportunity to dive into the world of delegates. You’ll use WebKit, an Objective-C framework that heavily relies on the WebKitDelegate protocol, and WebKit’s open-source browser engine. You won’t create the
next Safari or Firefox, but your web browser will be worthy of showing off to your
friends, nevertheless.
Here’s the development plan:
1
2
3
4
5

Create the interface.
Write the controller code.
Define delegate methods.
Connect outlets and actions.
Run the application.

WebKit provides so much functionality out of the box that you’ll be surprised at how
easy this project will be to accomplish.

4.3.1

Creating the browser interface
Create a new project in Xcode called MacRuby Browser. We’re fans of building the
user interface first, so open MainWindow.xib in Interface Builder. To keep this simple,
you’ll use only two UI items: an NSTextField and a WebView. The WebView is the

Using delegation in a custom MacRuby web browser
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portion of the screen that displays the web page that the user is currently viewing. The
NSTextField serves as the input method for users to enter a URL, and this field also
displays the URL of the web page they’re currently viewing.
CUSTOMIZING THE MAIN WINDOW

Stretch out the main window to the size you prefer. For styling purposes, we enabled
the textured option in the inspector pane. While you’re still in the inspector pane,
set the title of the window to MacRuby Browser. If you like, feel free to change the
titles of the MainMenu section of the interface. By default, the menu items include
NewApplication in their titles instead of MacRuby Browser.
ADDING THE URL ADDRESS BAR AND WEB-PAGE VIEW

To represent the address bar, grab an NSTextField from the Library, and drag it to
the top of the window. In the Attributes tab of the inspector pane, set the placeholder
to Enter URL to indicate that this field is for entering a web address. Also, under the
Action drop-down list, choose Sent on Enter Only. This causes the NSTextField to
send you an action when a user presses Enter. This is an appropriate solution for you,
since you won’t provide an explicit button that navigates to the specified URL. You can
add a button if you prefer; we covered how to do this in chapter 3.
From the library pane, find the WebView object and drag that into the window,
underneath the NSTextField. Adjust its size so that it takes up the rest of the interface
window.
Feel free to go into the Size tab of the inspector pane to make sure that
these elements adjust their size correctly when the window is resized.

TIP

ADDING A LOADING INDICATOR

When the browser is actually loading something, it’s nice to indicate that to users in
the interface. You’ll use the NSProgessIndicator, which displays as a spinner. From
the library pane, drag this into the window and place it to the right of the NSTextField. In the inspector, make sure to uncheck Display When Stopped because you
want the spinner to appear only when there’s activity.
The finished browser window is shown in figure 4.3.
Now that you’ve set up a
basic (and we mean really basic)
interface for the browser, you
can start digging into the delegates for the WebView object.

4.3.2

Setting up the controller
Before you create a controller
file, you need to add the WebKit
framework to the Xcode project. Without the framework, the

Figure 4.3

The finished, albeit simple, MacRuby Browser UI
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Clicking the + button to link a new library to your project

project would throw many errors because it wouldn’t have access to any of the WebKit
classes, such as the WebView and the WebFrameLoadDelegate.
ADDING THE WEBKIT FRAMEWORK

To add the WebKit framework, click the project name in the project navigator. This
should show you your project settings.
Click the Build Phases tab, and expand Link Binary With Libraries. Next, click the
+ button as shown in figure 4.4.
From the dialog box that appears (see figure 4.5), enter Webkit in the search field.
Click WebKit.framework, and then click Add.

Figure 4.5

Searching for and then adding WebKit.framework

Using delegation in a custom MacRuby web browser
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You’re now ready to get started on the application’s main controller. From Xcode,
create a new class called BrowserController.rb.
SPECIFYING INITIALIZATION TASKS AND THE DELEGATE

You start by initializing the NSWindow, NSTextField, WebView, and NSProgressIndicator with the attr_accessor function:
class BrowserController
attr_accessor :window, :url_field, :web_view, :indicator
end

You then implement the awakeFromNib method to set the controller as the delegate
for the WebFrameLoadDelegate protocol:
def awakeFromNib
@web_view.frameLoadDelegate = self
end

NOTE Alternatively, you could have specified the delegate in Interface
Builder by dragging the frameLoadDelegate outlet to the BrowserController object.

Next, you’ll create an IBAction, which you’ll later connect to the NSTextField.
LOADING AND FORMATTING URL REQUESTS

After a user types in a URL and presses Enter, you want the following code to execute.
Let’s name this method url_entered:
def url_entered(sender)
url = NSURL.URLWithString(format_url(@url_field.stringValue))
request = NSURLRequest.requestWithURL(url)
@web_view.mainFrame.loadRequest(request)
end

You call the URLWithString method to create an NSURL object. You’ll notice that
there’s a call to a method called format_url:, which you haven’t yet implemented.
(You’ll define this method next.) After you have the URL, you make an NSURLRequest
object and then take that object and use it to perform the loadRequest: method on
the current frame in the WebView.
Now you can create that format_url: method. How often do you include http://
when you type a URL into your web browser? Probably not very often. When you create an NSURL, it expects the protocol, http or otherwise, to be specified. The
format_url: method is a convenience method that prepends http:// to all requests
that don’t include it. Here’s what it looks like:
def format_url(url)
url = "http://#{url}" unless url.include?("http://") ||
➥ url.include?("https://")
url
end

You conditionally prepend http:// to the incoming URL, and return the newly
formed URL.
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You’re almost finished with the controller. You haven’t yet implemented the delegate methods, though.

4.3.3

Implementing delegate methods in the controller
Some features in the browser depend on the implementation of delegate protocol
methods. You’ll make use of the WebFrameLoadDelegate protocol, which is notified
when the URL in the WebFrame changes. The WebFrame contains the WebView, which
displays the web page. The WebView will be calling these methods on your BrowserController delegate.
Specifically, you’ll implement the following four methods:
■
■
■
■

webView:didStartProvisionalLoadForFrame:
webView:didFinishLoadForFrame:
webView:didReceiveTitle:forFrame:
webView:didFailProvisionalLoadWithError:forFrame:

SETTING UP THE LOADING INDICATOR

Let’s first get the NSProgressIndicator to spin when the WebView is actively loading a
page and update the NSTextField with the URL address currently loaded. You’ll grab
the URL that’s been loaded and set that as the value for the NSTextField. These tasks
are easily accomplished by implementing the webView:didStartProvisionalLoadForFrame: method defined in the WebFrameLoadDelegate protocol:
def webView(sender, didStartProvisionalLoadForFrame:frame)
@indicator.startAnimation(self)
if frame == sender.mainFrame
@url_field.stringValue = frame.provisionalDataSource.request.URL
➥ .absoluteString
end
end

You first tell the NSProgressIndicator to start its spinning animation. You pass in
self to specify the controller as the sender. Next, you ensure that the URL request
occurred in the main frame of the WebView. You then set the value of the NSTextField
to the string value of the URL that’s being loaded for that frame.
To stop the animation after the page loads, you’ll implement the
webView:didFinishLoadForFrame: method. Otherwise, the NSProgressIndicator
would be stuck spinning forever. This delegate method lets you know when the frame
is finished loading:
def webView(sender, didFinishLoadForFrame:frame)
@indicator.stopAnimation(self)
end

Remember to check the spelling of these delegate methods. If they’re
spelled incorrectly, they won’t get executed.

TIP

Let’s change the title of the NSWindow to match the title of the page that was loaded.
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MAKING THE WINDOW TITLE AND THE WEB PAGE TITLE MATCH

You’ll implement the webView:didReceiveTitle:forFrame: method to sync the window and web page titles. Other frames may be loading other elements, which could
result in an incorrect page title being displayed. To ensure that the URL request came
from the main frame of the WebView, you’ll set a condition in the method:
def webView(sender, didReceiveTitle:title, forFrame:frame)
@window.setTitle(title) if frame == sender.mainFrame
end

If the frame passed to this method is the main frame (the WebView ) of the sender, you
set the title of the window to the title of the web page that you’re viewing.
Let’s make sure the browser is capable of responding to an error.
HANDLING INVALID REQUESTS

In the case of a problem loading the specified URL, you’ll implement one more delegate method. Using the webView:didFailProvisionalLoadWithError:forFrame:
method, you can display an error message to the user describing the problem. Without an appropriate response to an error, the NSProgressIndicator continues spinning, and the user isn’t aware of the problem.
The following code displays an alert and stops animating the NSProgressIndicator:
def webView(sender, didFailProvisionalLoadWithError:error, forFrame:frame)
if frame == sender.mainFrame
alert = NSAlert.alloc.init
alert.setMessageText("There was a problem loading URL:")
alert.setInformativeText(@url_field.stringValue)
alert.beginSheetModalForWindow(@window, modalDelegate:self,
➥ didEndSelector:nil, contextInfo:nil)
@indicator.stopAnimation(self)
end
end

Great job! That’s all you need for the controller. The following listing shows the controller code in its entirety. Amazing that less than 50 lines of code is all you need to
build a web browser. That’s the beauty of using a framework such as WebKit.
Listing 4.2 Completed browser controller
class BrowserController
attr_accessor :window, :url_field, :web_view, :indicator
def awakeFromNib
@web_view.frameLoadDelegate = self
end
def url_entered(sender)
url = NSURL.URLWithString(format_url(@url_field.stringValue))
request = NSURLRequest.requestWithURL(url)
@web_view.mainFrame.loadRequest(request)
end

Set delegate
Load request
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def format_url(url)
url = "http://#{url}" unless url.include?("http://") ||
➥ url.include?("https://")
url
end

Format URL

def webView(sender, didStartProvisionalLoadForFrame:frame)
@indicator.startAnimation(self)
if frame == sender.mainFrame
@url_field.stringValue =
➥ frame.provisionalDataSource.request.URL.absoluteString
end
end
def webView(sender, didFinishLoadForFrame:frame)
@indicator.stopAnimation(self)
end

Start
animating

Stop animating

Set window
title

def webView(sender, didReceiveTitle:title, forFrame:frame)
@window.setTitle(title) if frame == sender.mainFrame
end
def webView(sender, didFailProvisionalLoadWithError:error,
➥ forFrame:frame)
if frame == sender.mainFrame
alert = NSAlert.alloc.init
alert.setMessageText("There was a problem loading URL:")
alert.setInformativeText(@url_field.stringValue)
alert.beginSheetModalForWindow(@window, modalDelegate:self,
➥ didEndSelector:nil, contextInfo:nil)
@indicator.stopAnimation(self)
end
end
end

Display alert

You’re now ready to connect a few outlets and actions in Interface Builder.

4.3.4

Connecting outlets and actions
To get the interface and the controller to communicate, you’ll first add the controller
to the interface and then connect the outlets and actions. In Interface Builder, add an
NSObject from the library pane and set its class to BrowserController in the inspector pane. Right-click Browser Controller in the document window (the dock at the farleft side of the screen). You should see available outlets and actions similar to what’s
shown in figure 4.6.
Drag connections from each outlet to its respective object in the interface. Then
drag the url_entered: action to the NSTextField to set it as the action that NSTextField will call. The connections are shown in figure 4.7.
Phew! It’s taken a little time to get this far, but if everything has been connected
properly, you can now run the MacRuby Browser application.

Using delegation in a custom MacRuby web browser

Figure 4.6

Browser Controller’s outlets and actions

Figure 4.7 Browser
Controller’s outlets and
actions connected
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Figure 4.8

4.3.5
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Loading the Google website in MacRuby Browser

Taking MacRuby Browser for a spin
Let’s jump in and run the application. You should be presented with a blank screen
and a blank NSTextField for you to type in a web address. Go ahead and type in
google.com, with or without the http:// prefix—it shouldn’t be an issue since you
made sure to take care of this in the code. Figure 4.8 shows the running application.
The full URL, http://google.com, displays in the address bar (NSTextField), Google’s
website displays in the WebView, and Google is the title of the window, as implemented
in the webView:didStartProvisionalLoadForFrame: method.
If you click a link or navigate to a different URL, you’ll notice that the NSProgressIndicator spins whenever something is being loaded, as implemented in the
webViewdidStartProvisionalLoadForFrame: method. The NSProgressIndicator
should disappear when the website is done loading, as implemented in the webView:didFinishLoadForFrame: method.
Now, go to a web address that doesn’t exist. Type a random URL and see what happens. As of this writing, the web address shown in figure 4.9 doesn’t exist.
As expected, the NSAlert displays, as implemented in the webView:didFailProvisionalLoadWithError:forFrame: method.
The browser application is functional, but it’s missing a few features. You didn’t
create buttons to go back or forward, stop, reload, and so on. As a practice exercise,
feel free to add these features if you like. You created a functioning web browser using
MacRuby and Cocoa in a short amount of time by using the WebKit framework and its
delegates. Give yourself a well-deserved pat on the back!

Summary

Figure 4.9

4.4
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Attempting to go to a website that doesn’t exist causes an alert message to appear.

Summary
In this chapter, you learned how to use the delegate pattern, which is a significant
design pattern in Cocoa development. You learned what delegates are, how to implement them, and you learned two techniques for creating your own delegates. To top it
off, you even created your own web browser with the WebKit framework. Creating the
MacRuby Browser application gave you a chance to experiment with delegate methods and learn more about how they work, firsthand. And best of all, you wrote the
application in under 50 lines of code!
In the next chapter, you’ll continue to learn development techniques for advanced
MacRuby applications. We’ll be going over Cocoa’s notification system, which we can
take advantage of in MacRuby to write applications that are more event-driven.
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Mac App Store.

excellent bridge from
“theAnworld
of Ruby to the
.
world of
”
OS X

—Philip Hallstrom, PJKH

A great way to turn
“
your Ruby skills into creating
real Mac desktop apps.
”
—Alex Vollmer, Radiant Capsule

What’s Inside
Intro to Mac OS X development
Full coverage of the Cocoa framework
● MacRuby for iOS
●
●

Brendan G. Lim is a professional Ruby and Objective-C developer
specializing in Rails and mobile development. Jerry Cheung is a
Rails engineer working with emerging technologies like
MacRuby and Node.js. Jeremy McAnally is a web and mobile
developer and coauthor of Ruby in Practice.

For access to the book’s forum and a free eBook for owners of this
book, go to manning.com/MacRubyinAction

$44.99 / Can $47.99

…quickly learn how to write
“native
applications using
Ruby... an excellent primer.
”
OS X

Written for Rubyists. No experience with Cocoa, Objective-C,
or Mac OS X required.

MANNING

SEE INSERT

[INCLUDING eBOOK]

—Adam Bair, Intridea

